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Abstract: Advances in manufacturing systems include attempts to create collaborative net-
works for enterprise integration and information interoperability. To achieve collaboration and
sharing effectively, various networking technologies have been proposed in the literature. The
web has emerged as a basic entity for interconnecting man and machine and almost all parts of
the enterprise community are being reshaped to exploit the opportunities that it offers. Apart
from web technology, there are various other tools and techniques that have attracted research
communities for representing data in ways that both machines and humans can understand.
Semantic web, the second-generation web technology, is enriched by machine-processable
information to support the users in their tasks. This paper presents the vision of the semantic
web and describes ontologies and associated metadata as the building blocks of the semantic
web. It reviews the literature dealing with the application of the semantic web and ontology in
the broad domain of manufacturing. First, brief details about key enablers, i.e. web services,
semantic web, semantic services, and ontology, are presented. Then the implementation of
these approaches in different sectors of manufacturing is discussed. A knowledge base for all
the information resources concerned with the manufacturing domain is also built up in this
paper. An ontology model for a knowledge base of information resources is designed in Protege
software, which can be used for storing and searching information about authors, journals,
blogs, newspapers, and many other sources of information.
Keywords: manufacturing, web technology, ontology, semantic web, protege
1 INTRODUCTION
Amid the immense pressure of continuous improve-
ment in productivity, responsiveness, and flexibility,
manufacturing firms are facing huge challenges from
their consumer market to satisfy individual customer
requirements. Manufacturers are striving tomeet these
requirements by focusing their core competencies to
enable them to compete effectively and efficiently to
the best of their ability. The traditional view of an
enterprise, with clear boundaries, limited relationships
with others, and a strong internal focus on efficiency
and quality is no longer adequate [1]. Today, firms aim
to improve their competitive edge by focusing on core
competencies and outsourcing all other functions. In
such environments, organizational barriers break
down, partnerships with suppliers, clients, and even
competitors are common place and efficiency and
quality are considered beyond enterprise boundaries.
The current trend among manufacturing firms is to
form collaborative networks to succeed and achieve
business goals [2].
The ‘automotive industry’ is one of the best
examples to show this transition. In order to compete
with the global giants, the automotive sector has
concentrated on core competencies and collabora-
tions between organizations that compliment their
skills and core activities [3]. Companies adopt this
new policy by sharing designs, developments, and
platforms and thus reduce the burden of costs asso-
ciated with the development of non-core activities
[4]. This revolution started in the recession of the
early 1990s, with the massive move towards out-
sourcing of non-core activities such as information
technology, public relations, human resources, etc.
This step was an impressive move in the automotive
sector that resulted in massive reductions of fixed
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costs, overheads, and manpower, thereby enabling
the survival of companies.
Global manufacturing increases awareness of
markets and competition, stimulating the generation
and sharing of vast quantities of information and
thus increasing the pressure on the worldwide
manufacturing community to exploit the power of
the latest technological advancements to differ-
entiate itself from the competition [5]. Manufactur-
ing enterprises are constantly aiming successfully to
address these growing challenges through the influ-
ence and impact of information technology (IT). The
most pervasive and bedevilling IT challenge in
achieving their goal is to provide correct and timely
information to the right people at the right time.
Information and knowledge are considered to be the
lifeblood of a firm, as shown in Fig. 1, as they under-
pin all the processes of a manufacturing organiza-
tion. However, information and knowledge resources
are inherently distributed and are often available in
different and sometimes incompatible formats, e.g.
electronic documents, databases, hard copy, etc. [6].
Moreover, it is difficult to accumulate, maintain, and
modify knowledge during business processes in
which requirements change frequently. Amalgamat-
ing information so that it can be shared and exploited
across multiple business functions and processes
clearly has attractions, as it reduces the potential for
errors caused by data duplications and resulting
inconsistencies. Enterprises often use in-house
developed software created specifically by their own
programming staff or by a consultant. However, huge
consolidated and single-source approaches increase
complexity and maintenance challenges [7, 8].
Therefore, emerging technologies attempt to share
and effectively utilize a full range of data, knowledge,
and information [9, 10]. In this era of knowledge-
based manufacturing, knowledge management
techniques have attracted attention from both com-
panies and academics.
Despite growing interest and efforts, web-based
information services are still primitive in their func-
tionality. Today’s web arranges the information syn-
tactically, assuming them to be semantically
homogeneous, but this can commonly cause pro-
blems and misunderstandings [11]. This downside
means that most of the information must primarily
be used and interpreted by humans, rather than by
machines. The availability of information that
requires human interpretation does not necessarily
solve the complex problem of conveying the right
information to the right person at the right time. To
overcome this problem, researchers are focusing on
semantic web concepts and tools that enable com-
puters automatically to process and understand the
information [12]. The primary benefit of this new
vision of Berners-Lee et al. [13] is to represent the
web resources in formalisms that both machines and
humans can understand. Although the available
search engines are quite powerful, they still focus on
physical connectivity that often provides too large
and inadequate (insufficiently targeted) list of
resources. Thus, the objective for semantic enabled
machine processable information is that it be used to
guide the search towards relevant resources and
improve both precision and recall.
The growing access to heterogeneous and inde-
pendent data repositories has attracted many
research communities to explore ways of represent-
ing data in ways that they can be shared and pro-
cessed automatically using scripts or programs [14].
The idea is to provide explicit semantic descriptions
for all information resources and encode them in an
unambiguous and machine understandable form.
However, a semantic description itself is not able to
solve the problem of integration and combination of
information from diverse sources. In order to make
the data understandable to users as well as programs,
it is also necessary to build an ontology of the terms
relevant to the field under consideration [15]. Thus,
the semantic web research community is also
exploiting ontologies for semantically describing the
domains associated with the given information
sources [16]. Ontology is considered to be the back-
bone of the semantic web and the keystone for the
web’s automated tasks such as searching, merging,
sharing, maintaining, customizing, and monitoring.
It is used to provide machine processable semantics
for data and information sources that can be used by
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Fig. 1 Influence of information in manufacturing
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an agent (software or human), application, or other
information resources.
The primary benefit of this new vision should be to
make the information understandable to both users
and programs, as then it will become possible for
firms to understand the semantics of other firms and
communicate and share their information with oth-
ers. Semantic web services are used as a platform for
sharing semantic enabled information over the web
[12]. The present paper considers the broad area of
semantic web technology implemented in manu-
facturing. The objective of this paper is to provide a
comprehensive review of the varied research work
that has been done in implementing semantic web
and ontology in the broad domain of manufacturing.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2
provides brief details of the key enablers used in lit-
erature for manufacturing system integration. Sec-
tion 3 details the related research work done to
implement semantic web and ontology in the broad
domain of manufacturing. Section 4 illustrates the
domain of manufacturing where companies seek to
use these tools for enhancing their co-operative and
competitive edge in the market. In section 5, an
ontology model for information resources is devel-
oped and its real-life implementation is described.
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
2 KEY ENABLERS FOR INTELLIGENCE IN
MANUFACTURING
Today manufacturing enterprises operate in an
environment where markets frequently change, new
technologies continually emerge, and competition is
fierce at a global scale [17]. To cope with such com-
petitive issues, firms are trying to create collaborative
manufacturing networks for enterprise integration
and information interoperability [2]. In order to
achieve this collaboration and sharing effectively,
various networking technologies have been pro-
posed. Moreover, the combination of computer and
networking technologies has effectively supported
the transfer and exchange of knowledge among
enterprises. It is commonly accepted that it is the
ubiquity of web technology and the internet that
initiated and made possible the integration of diverse
systems and applications inside an enterprise as
well as between different enterprises. Subsequently,
web services were designed to improve the inter-
operability across companies and wide area network.
Initially, these services were basically made available
to cope with differences in the structure and syntax
of heterogeneous data bases and web programs.
Later, the ability of web services was enhanced by
creating semantic mark-ups for web services that
make them machine understandable and user
apparent. These mark-ups are built using ontologies
that represent particular domains through their
concepts and the semantic relations between them
[13, 14].
Considering the entire progress made in the field of
manufacturing system integration, this section pro-
vides brief details about the key enablers that have
great potential for automating enterprise integration.
2.1 Web technology
Web is an emerging technology used to interchange
hitherto-inaccessible information sources by making
them electronically available. This technology provides
the combined features of multi-media, computer net-
working, distributed computing, databases, etc. using
the internet. It provides significant interactive media
for information presentation in business and daily life.
Owing to its open standards, ease of use, and ubiquity,
it has been widely employed to associate different
manufacturing activities such as marketing, design,
process planning, production, etc. [11].
2.2 Web services
Web services are the set of functionalities used to
enhance the potential of web technology by provid-
ing ways of automated program communication and
discovery of services. According to Tidwell [18], a web
service is a self-defined, self-describing, modular
application that can be published, located, and
invoked across the web. It is basically a networking
technology used to connect computers and devices
with each other for exchanging information and
combining it in new ways. Web services are loosely
coupled computing tasks communicating over the
internet using a specific description language. Gen-
erally, hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and
extensive markup language (XML) are used as service
description languages required for application inte-
gration [19]. This ubiquitous technology has been
widely employed for building a robust, sharable, and
extensible collaborative architecture over the inter-
net. Moreover, it has provided new opportunities for
firms to facilitate the sharing of resources and there-
fore allows them to enjoy the benefits of integration.
2.3 Semantic web and semantic enabled web
services
The current web technology supports global network
collaboration by providing platform independence to
publish and access data. Humans are capable of
using the web to carry out tasks. However, a com-
puter cannot accomplish the same tasks without
human direction because web pages are designed to
be read by people, not machines. Tasks are therefore
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carried out based on individual programmer’s or
interpreter’s understanding of the semantics of lan-
guage from available descriptions to guide the com-
puters [11]. In order to overcome this drawback, web
services are enabled with formal and declarative
semantic markups automatically to discover, invoke,
compose, and monitor the associated processes.
Such web services are complemented with ontology-
based semantic markups that are known as seman-
tic-based web services [20].
The semantic web has added a new level to web
services [11]. The concept of the semantic web is,
without any doubt, gaining attention in both industry
and academia. It is defined as the conceptual struc-
turing of the semantics of data in a machine readable
way that enables web entities to interoperate with
each other, dynamically discover resources, extract
knowledge, and solve problems [21]. The declaration
of domain knowledge in a machine readable way
enhances the understandability of disparate infor-
mation. Although the semantic web has been pro-
posed as the way to provide machine understandable
and interpretable semantics for computers, it is
unable to provide a suitable infrastructure for inter-
action and encapsulation of processes and skills.
Therefore, web services are needed to address these
requirements directly by providing an interface for
encapsulating and unifying the technologies. The
concept of semantic web services was proposed for
enabling a system automatically to discover, invoke,
compose, and monitor the associated processes and
system. Figure 2, which is a development of work
initially presented in Burstein [12], portrays the evo-
lution of semantic web services. Recently, semantic
web services have received a great deal of attention
for their ability to make interactions among firms
more flexible and automated. They have been used to
annotate the information available on the web for
automated processing and information integration.
Semantic web services have been used in the fol-
lowing research directions [22]:
(a) provide common syntax for machine under-
standable statements;
(b) establish common vocabulary;
(c) develop repository of computer manipulatable
data having well defined semantics.
2.4 Ontology
Semantic web services are web services whose
descriptions are in languages that have well-defined
semantics. Ontologies are used for defining the
semantics present in the concerned domain and for
sharing them among people, databases, and appli-
cations. The term ‘ontology’ has been coined from
philosophy, as a branch of metaphysics concerned
with the systematic explanation of existence. Owing
to its strong implications for conception of reality, it
has gained much interest in artificial intelligence for
defining the basic terms and relationships compris-
ing the vocabulary of a topic area as well as the rules
for combining terms and relations to define exten-
sions to the vocabulary [23]. Ontology has been
defined by several researchers in different ways but
the definition that is most widely referenced is ‘an
explicit and formal specification of a shared con-
ceptualization’, where explicit indicates that it is
comprised of concepts, properties, relationships,
functions, axioms, and constraints [24]. Similarly,
‘formal’ is used because it is machine readable and
interpretable. Conceptualization shows that it is an
abstract model and a simplified view of the existing
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Fig. 2 Evolution of semantic web services from web technology
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things it represents and that the view is shared, as
there is consensus about the information that is
acknowledged by a group of experts. In short, it is a
set of concepts, its taxonomy, interrelations, and the
rules that govern such concepts. Further definitions
provided by other researchers are provided in
Table 1.
Ontologies have been developed and used for the
following purposes [26]
(a) share knowledge: sharing the structure of infor-
mation among software agents and people;
(b) reuse knowledge: reusing it for other systems
operating in a similar domain;
(c) make assumption about a domain: for easier
communication.
2.5 Semantic-enabled multi-agent system
Agent-based technology is a paradigm of information
and communication technology [37]. It has received
significant attention in manufacturing domains to
realize important properties of autonomy, respon-
siveness, redundancy, and openness [38]. Over the
past few years this technology has been applied in
various manufacturing areas such as supply chain
management, manufacturing planning, scheduling,
and execution control. It has been implemented to
carry out all small and large, simple, and complicated
tasks in manufacturing where agents can be enabled
and empowered to communicate and cooperate with
each other.
The agents cooperate and communicate by sending
messages through web services on the internet. How-
ever, with the growth of heterogeneous databases and
independent data repositories, such services are only
for displaying external forms of the information
rather than for achieving the user’s purpose effec-
tively. Ontologies have been developed to support the
exchange of meaningful information across autono-
mous entities that can organize and use information
heterogeneously [39]. Agents may be human or
machines that use their domain ontology to share
and exchange knowledge and information. Semantic
web services are used for sharing of heterogeneous
and autonomous knowledge sources in a scalable,
adaptable, and extensible manner [40]. The use of
semantic web services in manufacturing enables
agents to be used for automatic discovery, composi-
tion, and execution of services that can implement
the required manufacturing processes.
The objective of the current paper is to present a
comprehensive overview of semantic web tech-
nology’s implementations in manufacturing and to
demonstrate the use of this technology in sharing
knowledge of information resources. The next sec-
tion therefore provides brief details of the related
research work that has been done to implement
semantic web and ontology in the broad domain of
manufacturing.
3 RELATED WORK
The previous sections show that a major challenge
for manufacturing enterprises is how to deal with
their highly complex, ever-growing information
assets. The overwhelming amount of information in
the manufacturing sector increases the need for
employing knowledge intensive methodologies that
Table 1 Definition of ontology proposed in literature [25, 26]
S. No. Definition of Ontology Reference
1 An ontology defines the basic terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area as well as the
rules for combining terms and relations to define extensions to the vocabulary
[27]
2 Explicit specification of a conceptualization [28]
3 Formal specification of shared conceptualization [29]
4 A logical theory which gives explicit and partial account of conceptualization [30]
5 A set of logical axioms designed to account for the intended meaning of a vocabulary [31]
6 Means for describing explicitly the conceptualization behind the knowledge represented in a knowledge
base
[32]
7 A hierarchically structured set of terms for describing a domain that can be used as a skeletal foundation
for a knowledge base
[33]
8 An ontology may take a variety of forms, but it will necessarily include a vocabulary of terms and some
specification of their meaning
[34]
9 Capturing consensual knowledge in a generic way that they may be reused and shared across software
applications and by groups of people
[35]
10 Ontology aims to capture the semantics and relations of the notions we use, make them explicit and
eventually code them in symbolic systems so that they can be manipulated and exchanged
[36]
11 Ontology is a shared, explicit specification defining the primitive concepts, relations, functions, axioms
and instances comprising topic knowledge, for extending, structuring, and capturing the explicit topic
knowledge across people, organization, computer, and software system. The important purpose of
building an ontology is to enable easier communication of knowledge
[25]
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facilitate meaningful acquisition and sharing of
information. The management of this asset is con-
sidered to be the main source of competitive advan-
tage for corporations. Its availability, ability to
exchange it seamlessly and process it quickly are the
basic factors responsible for meeting the escalating
expectations of customers in the global market.
Nabuco et al. [41], presented a preliminary study
aimed at identifying the basic requirements for
knowledge sharing. Six basic components identified
for knowledge sharing approaches are acquisition,
modelling, reusability, retrieval, publishing, and
maintenance. In the past few decades, the manu-
facturing community has been continuously imple-
menting communication and information technology
for sharing and exchanging knowledge. Initially, off-
line technologies such as client server architectures
and local area networks were used to enable com-
munication from one specific application to another.
However, an increased number of manufacturing
entities andmatured use of information technology in
manufacturing has made it difficult to provide sepa-
rate programs for linking each entity of manufactur-
ing. Thus, offline knowledge sharing was replaced by
real-time technology, i.e. web technology and inter-
net. Web technologies have been widely employed in
manufacturing to underpin pervasively networked
work that interconnects entities in various ways. This
section delineates the work of researchers and prac-
titioners in replacing traditional offline knowledge
sharing methods with online real-time collaboration
in the global economy.
The web has emerged as a basic entity for inter-
connecting man and machine and almost all parts of
the manufacturing community are being reshaped to
exploit the opportunities offered by the web. As part
of an effort to improve cooperation, communication,
and collaboration, the manufacturing community is
providing a wide spectrum of online services. Yang
and Xue [42] delineate the work of researchers and
practitioners in replacing traditional offline knowl-
edge sharing methods with online real-time colla-
boration in the global economy. This paper gives a
comprehensive review of recent research done in
developing web-based manufacturing. Web technol-
ogy is used to coordinate various manufacturing
activities performing in distributed environments.
Various computer and networking technologies are
employed for developing web-based manufacturing
systems such as:
(a) computer languages – C#, Cþþ, JAVA;
(b) script languages – Perl, VB-Script;
(c) web markup languages – Hyper text markup
language, Dynamic HTML, XML;
(d) server-based programming tool – Active server
pages (ASP), JAVA Servlet;
(e) distributed object modelling methods; distributed
component object model, remote method invoca-
tion (RMI), common object request broker archi-
tecture (COBRA), .NET etc.;
(f) commercial software packages – STEP, CAD.
The current research work shows that web tech-
nology is being used to handle information systems
concerned with syntactic and structural hetero-
geneity. However growing access to heterogeneous
and independent data repositories requires the
treatment of structure as well as semantics of the
data stored in those repositories. In order to handle
the interoperability challenges of the future manu-
facturing plant, it is necessary to make knowledge
explicit and machine-interpretable. For improved
understanding of disparate knowledge in a dis-
tributed environment, it is necessary to declare
semantics of information in a machine readable way.
Through machine-based reasoning and inference,
entities can gain understanding about others skills,
goals, and interaction models and therefore interact
and collaborate more easily.
3.1 Role of semantic web in manufacturing
In current markets, firms often align their plans,
processes, and information systems to integrate ser-
vices and facilities that initially were developed
independently. However, collaborating partners
often use different terminologies to describe the
same meaning or the same terminology is associated
with different meaning. Such lack of consistent
semantic descriptions about the meaning of contents
in a particular domain has hampered the interoper-
ability and sharability of knowledge and the devel-
opment of collaborative firms. Thus, the next-
generation manufacturing systems need sets of
interconnected data and semantic models to com-
municate and exchange their knowledge [16]. The
current research direction is focused on developing
semantic agreements among collaborating partners
for fixing standardized meanings and relations of
terminologies used. Semantic web is a vision for
extending current web technology in which infor-
mation is annexed with a well-defined meaning that
enhances the interoperability of computers and
people. It plays a crucial role in automating the
functions performed by different manufacturing
applications. It is basically an extension to the exist-
ing web by providing a framework that gives meaning
to data and applications for automatic processing.
The semantic web relies heavily on ontologies to
structure data for comprehensive and transportable
machine understanding. Ontologies are an integral
part of semantic web in facilitating knowledge shar-
ing and reuse. Initially ontology was confined to
the philosophical sphere, but currently they are
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widespread in different research fields. In the field of
manufacturing, ontologies are utilized for knowledge
representation, knowledge engineering, information
modelling, database development and integration,
information retrieval and extraction, knowledge
management and mining, and agent-based system
development. They are used to share technical and
business information throughout the firm or even in
extended or virtual manufacturing enterprises. An
ontology basically contains concepts, concept taxo-
nomies, and relationships to support information
exchange and knowledge sharing. It is used as a
mechanism for expressing and sharing enterprise
knowledge to define common vocabularies and to
support intelligent queries over heterogeneous
databases.
The role of ontologies in manufacturing has become
prominent in recent years. A substantial amount of
research has been performed on utilizing ontologies
for modelling manufacturing activities. Among the
wide spectrum of approaches which differ in com-
plexity and scale, four groups of approaches can be
distinguished for manufacturing ontologies, i.e. top
level, domain, task, and application level ontologies.
Top-level ontologies are used to represent the building
blocks for a particular domain. Domain and task level
ontologies are used to represent vocabulary related to
certain domains or tasks respectively. Finally, applica-
tion level ontologies are used to describe concepts
depending on a particular domain or task. The work
done in each level is now described below.
3.1.1 Top level ontologies
These ontologies are the first step towards knowledge
representation for any domain. Zhou and Kuntz [43],
provide the foundation work required for ontology
driven excellent manufacturing. Here, the authors
have developed a top level ontology for representing
the fundamental terms of manufacturing, i.e. pro-
duct, organization, activity, actor, facility, method,
and value. The framework consists of generic entities
of any manufacturing domain for providing products
and services using material flow, information flow,
and cost flow. Similarly, Dori and Shpitalni [44] laid a
foundation for an ontology of the generic life cycle of
a product that includes the entire life cycle of the
product, from its design to the end of its life. In par-
ticular, they have utilized the object-process metho-
dology (OPM) for modelling the entire product life
cycle in a single unified and consistent view.
Gialelis et al. [4] present an ontological model for
applications and systems that participate in colla-
borative processes under the manufacturing domain.
The authors have proposed an architecture that
combines web services, ontologies, and work flows
for efficiently carrying out the integration process
under a collaborative environment. Here the inte-
gration is carried out by describing the enterprise
processes by means of work flows and by using web
services as a channel of communication within an
enterprise. Similarly, Sua´rez et al. [45], prepared a
top-level ontology for a distributed supervision sys-
tem used in process industries. Here the SFDD
ontology for supervision, fault detection, and diag-
nosis is developed by using the terms, i.e. variables,
system behaviour, supervisory task, models, and
system properties. Lin and Harding [46] provide a top
level description for manufacturing system engi-
neering knowledge representation, called the MSE
ontology. The MSE ontology model is used to facil-
itate communication and information exchange
among multidisciplinary teams coming together to
support collaborative work.
3.1.2 Domain level ontologies
As mentioned earlier, various top-level manufactur-
ing ontologies have been proposed in literature
published by several organizations. The intention of
these models is to define a neutral representation for
a distributed manufacturing environment. Although
such representations can be used for entire manu-
facturing environments, they are not suitable for
handling complex interactions among individual
processes. To handle such complex process integra-
tion and coordination, domain ontologies have been
developed to model particular domains of manu-
facturing. Kim and Chung [47] modelled the design
and manufacturing processes of various companies
and further used these ontological models for colla-
boration. Their framework was called the WSCPC
(web service-based collaborative product commerce)
and was proposed to facilitate design and manu-
facturing process integration and collaboration using
web services technology. The ontologies developed
for each domain enabled collaborative partners to
understand each other’s decisions and behaviours
and thus support complex interactions.
Nanda et al. [48] used ontology for efficiently and
effectively capturing and representing the knowledge
existing in product development repositories. An
ontology-based framework was introduced to collect,
store, retrieve, reuse, and represent relevant infor-
mation from existing designs to improve the design
of product families. Lee et al. [49] developed a con-
ceptual framework for managing the product design
information for designing products with better
environmental performance from a system perspec-
tive. The sharing of information among product
designers and stakeholders is managed and facili-
tated with the development of a relevant ontology
for the entire framework. Yang et al. [50] proposed
an ontology modelling technique for solving the
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problem of semantic interoperability in collaborative
product development processes. A product develop-
ment process comprises a set of development activ-
ities, connection relations, and dependencies
between these activities, information flows, etc. In
this paper, Yang et al. used domain ontologies for
capturing the semantics of a certain domain and
further utilized them for the integration of product
development processes. The methodology proposed
in their paper is a combination of the service-orien-
ted paradigm, interoperability standards, ontology
engineering, and web services to facilitate the inte-
gration of product development processes.
Delamer and Lastra [51] presented an ontology for
the manufacturing domain of assembly. It consists of
a process taxonomy (hierarchical classification of
manufacturing processes), equipment taxonomy (list
of industrial devices and machines), and product
taxonomy (information about parts and sub-parts of
products). The individual ontologies are stored in
different information repositories for facilitating the
maintenance and further development of repre-
sented knowledge.
3.1.3 Task level
Amanufacturing domain consists of numerous entities
performing their respective operations. Task level
ontologies are used to model these entities and sup-
port interaction and interoperability among them.
Gialelis et al. [4] modelled the systems and applica-
tions that participate in the industrial environment
from shop floor to boardroom. As a test case they
presented an ontology model for a procurement pro-
cess carried out by suppliers for ordering raw materi-
als, supplies, spare parts, tools, equipment, and other
required materials. Functional design is a key step in
the product design process. Zhang et al. [52] developed
an ontology-based scheme for collaborative functional
modelling in design for semantic web applications.
Their ontological model serves as a basis for organizing
knowledge in a more structured manner.
Current global trends continuously force manu-
facturing firms into planning new systems or retro-
fitting existing ones. Such reconfiguration is a
fundamental problem in manufacturing systems,
which require rapid change and cost effectiveness.
According to Obitko and Marik [53] implementation
of ontologies in the area of multi-agent manufactur-
ing systems is a key strategic issue for successful
development of future production systems. Generally,
task level ontologies are implemented in the field of
multi-agent systems to model the tasks of various
agent systems. Pouchard and Rana [39] discussed the
role of ontologies for interoperability and exchange of
messages between agents. Here the authors high-
lighted the use of ontology for interoperating different
integration scenarios and showed manufacturing
process integration as a case study. Merdan et al.
[54] implemented the concept of ontology-based
knowledge management systems in connection with
software agents to achieve reconfiguration. Their
ontology-based system was used as a translator for
enhancing the communication among software
agents available in a manufacturing domain. Further
Merdan et al. [37] presented a knowledge-intensive
multi-agent architecture that enabled ontology-based
communication and cooperation among a set of
autonomous and heterogeneous agents.
3.1.4 Application level
A manufacturing life cycle comprises several appli-
cations, e.g. process planning, process modelling,
scheduling, workflow, and simulation. These appli-
cations do not usually interoperate, although the
output data and process information of one process
may be input to another. Application level ontologies
are used to map them for their structured operation
and interaction. Xin [55] used ontology for perform-
ing semantic-based information interoperation in
different application domains of a supply chain sys-
tem. A supply chain basically integrates distributed
and heterogeneous departments, i.e. suppliers, pur-
chasers, storage, manufacturing, sales person, etc.
Each unit of a supply chain uses different termi-
nologies to represent and reason about their pro-
duct and process. Therefore, application ontologies
have been used to preserve semantics of respective
departments and semantic mediator mapping
enabled support interoperability among applications.
Mo¨nch and Stehli [56] developed an application
ontology for hierarchically organized production
control systems in a semi-conductor manufacturing
system. This is a complex system that can be
decomposed into a set of interconnected sub-
systems. An ontological model developed to support
interaction among different activities should consist
of domain as well as task-related parts.
3.2 Enterprise ontologies
From the above descriptions, it is evident that there is
a plethora of literature related to the implementation
of ontology in the domain of manufacturing. But
there are only a handful of efforts that have attemp-
ted to model manufacturing-related information in a
formal ontology. However, other work has been done
to make this modelling process easier or has mod-
ified it for a particular purpose. Some important
ontologies developed by the artificial intelligence
community and language engineering community
are provided in Table 2 [57]. From the table it is
evident that only a few ontologies have been devel-
oped specifically for the manufacturing community.
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However several other manufacturing or enterprise
information models are also present in literature,
such as CIMOSA, MOSES, MISSION, FDM [5, 17, 46,
60] that describe the structure and relationships of
data and information elements within manufacturing
enterprise information systems. However, these
models have been developed for intra-enterprise
integration [60]. Some generic ontology models such
as TOronto Virtual Enterprise (TOVE), GRAI, GERAM,
ARIS, Enterprise ontology, PSL, Electronic business
using eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML), Business
Process Modelling language (BPML), etc. have been
proposed for enterprise integration [57, 61].
Information models for manufacturing systems are
mainly classified into two categories, i.e. the ones
that emphasize modelling of activities of manu-
facturing systems and the ones that are concerned
with the actual knowledge sharing procedures [26,
57]. The former category of information models put
their emphasis on representation of terminologies
used specifically in the manufacturing domain.
CIM-OSA, STEP model, and Process specification
Table 2 Summary of ontologies present in literature (extended from [57])
S. No. Name Year Developed by Domain Purpose
1 ANSI ad hoc committee
on ontology standards
1998 ANSI ad hoc Group
on ontology
standards
Generic To merge existing ontologies and
develop an upper level ontology
2 Cyc 1998 Cycorp. Inc. Generic Developed on the basis of micro
theory
Captures the knowledge and
reasoning required for some
particular domain
3 Enterprise ontology 1998 Enterprise project Enterprise and
business modelling
Collection of terms relevant to
business enterprise
4 LOOM 1998 University of
Southern California
Generic Language and environment
suitable for applications that use
ontology
5 Milkrokosmos 1995 Mahesh and
Nirenburg, New
Mexico State
University
Knowledge-based
translation for
natural language
A methodology for representing and
translating natural language from
one language to other
6 Ontolingua 1997 Stanford University Generic Web based interface for creating,
browsing and reusing ontologies
7 TOVE 1998 TOVE project Enterprise integration Integrated enterprise model based
on interaction of core ontologies,
derivative ontologies and
enterprise ontologies
8 STEP 1994 ISO-10303 Product data Ontology used for
exchange of product data
throughout their life cycle
9 PSL 1999 NIST Ontology for
describing
manufacturing,
engineering and
business process
Neutral representation for
manufacturing processes to
support automated reasoning
10 eb-XML 1999 UN/CEFACT and Oasis Enterprise Enables enterprises of any size and
in any geographical location to
conduct business over internet
11 XLANG 2001 Microsoft Corporation Generic Provides both the model of an
orchestration of services as well as
collaboration contracts between
orchestrations [58]
12 BPML 2001 Business Process
Management Initiative
Business process Meta-language for modelling
business processes
13 Web-PDDL 2002 D. McDermott and
D. Dou
Generic Web-Planning Domain Definition
Language used to represent
ontologies, datasets and queries [59]
14 MSE 2004 Lin et al. Extended enterprise
integration
A taxonomy of manufacturing terms
and concepts to make design
knowledge effectively accessible
across extended enterprises [46]
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language (PSL) are some of the ontological models
belonging to this category. CIM-OSA (computer
integrated manufacturing open system architecture)
is a methodology developed at Purdue laboratory for
appropriate integration of operations by means of
efficient information exchange within the enterprise.
The STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product
Data) model is developed to support the exchange
of information by aiming to create a standard lan-
guage for exchanging manufacturing product data.
Although some work has been done to develop STEP
models for manufacturing processes, it is limited to
modelling the product structure information such as,
geometric, dimensions, and tolerance. Subsequently,
the PSL was developed as a standard language that
provides unambiguous definitions for manufacturing-
related concepts and a mechanism to support
translation of definitions among applications. The
PSL approach was developed at NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology, 1999) as a
common exchange language that enables distributed
collaboration in manufacturing. Schlenoff et al. [61]
have focused on PSL development to identify, for-
mally define, and structure the semantic concepts
of discrete manufacturing process information.
Pouchard and Rana [39] also utilized PSL for resol-
ving the problem of synonymy and semantic plurality
faced during the interoperability of former applica-
tions. The information models belonging to this
category are focused on particular areas of manu-
facturing and therefore do not cover all the termi-
nology aspects and needs that are necessary for
knowledge sharing within enterprises.
The second category of ontology models is con-
cerned with the representation of knowledge within
intra- or inter-enterprise systems. The models
belonging to this category are Enterprise Ontology,
TOVE, BPML, ebXML, and MSE. The Enterprise
Ontology was developed under the Enterprise project
to provide a collection of terms and definitions rele-
vant to business enterprises [62]. The Enterprise
Ontology was not developed for a specific type of
enterprise, but as a generic model oriented towards
business and organizations rather than towards spe-
cific domains. Similarly, TOVE was developed to
support enterprise integration with minimum ambi-
guity and maximum understanding and precision in
communication [63]. TOVE provides a generic and
reusable ontology for modelling enterprises. The
philosophy behind TOVE is that enterprises are
action oriented and thus it is necessary to model
those actions when developing enterprise models. It
is basically the group of ontologies comprising three
different categories of ontologies, i.e. core ontologies
for product, services, activity, and resources; derivative
ontologies for transportation, inventory, quality,
product design, scheduling, product requirements,
and information resources; and enterprise ontology
for enterprise design, project handling, material flow,
and business process.
BPML represents a new family of process definition
languages intended for expressing abstract and
executable processes that address all aspects of
enterprise business processes [64]. It provides an
abstract execution model for collaborative and
transactional business processes based on the con-
cept of a transactional finite state machine. ebXML is
a family of XML standards sponsored by OASIS and
UN/CEFAT [65]. It enables enterprises of any size
and in any geographical location to conduct business
over the internet. Recently, the MSE model was pro-
posed to provide common understanding of manu-
facturing related terms to enhance semantic
interoperability and reuse of knowledge resources
within globally extended manufacturing teams [46].
The former descriptions of semantic web and
ontology clearly show that there are an increasing
number of efforts to develop formal representations of
manufacturing terminology and concepts. The aim is
to develop a common infrastructure for reusing infor-
mation and integrating disparate applications within
the manufacturing community. However, integration
is only possible if there is common language which can
be shared among applications for representing the
terms used by firms [66]. Besides ontology, the other
basic blocks for creating semantically rich environ-
ments are standardized languages for ontology.
Several ontology languages have been developed
during the last few years and have been used in the
context of the semantic web. These ontology repre-
sentation languages are either logic based, frame
based, or web based. A comparison between all the
existing ontology languages is provided in references
[66] and [67]. The languages are the extended ver-
sions of XML syntax that provide greater machine
interpretability and semantic interoperability. Some
of them are ontology exchange language (XOL),
Simple HTML Ontology extension (SHOE), and
Ontology markup language (OML), which are the
primary extensions of the XML syntax. However,
other popular ones are RDF and RDF Schema (RDF-
S) developed by world wide web consortium (W3C).
These allow the specification of the semantics of data
based on XML in a standardized and interoperable
manner. Although they explicitly represent services,
processes, and business models, they do not provide
mechanisms for defining the relationships between
attributes and resources. To improve the features of
RDF and RDF-S, DAML-ONT and OIL have been
introduced with logical layers and rules as extension.
DAML-OIL is an evolution of DAML-ONT and is
compatible with OIL primitives. All web ontology
languages present in the current literature are shown
in Fig. 3.
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The web ontology language OWL is the most
expressive language for specifying, publishing, and
sharing ontologies. It facilitates greater machine
interpretability of web content than is supported by
XML, RDF, or any other language proposed in litera-
ture. It is the only standard web ontology language
that provides formal semantics along with additional
vocabulary. It is derived from DAML-OIL language by
the W3C Web Ontology Working Group. It is well
suited for knowledge representation as it includes
axioms and definitions for facilitating machine
interpretability. OWL mainly comes in three sub-
languages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL full, which
are intended to be layered according to their
increasing expressiveness. OWL-S is an extended
OWL ontology for modelling of semantic web ser-
vices. However, according to references [40, 68] and
[69] the expressiveness of OWL alone is not enough
for the specification of web services. To overcome
this limitation, OWL-S has been developed for com-
bining different notations and semantics with OWL
and it is therefore an OWL ontology that specifies the
concept of web services.
Along with the language for describing information
and interaction semantics, it is necessary to build up
a platform for sharing and exchanging information.
The traditional web-based infrastructure utilizes web
services as a mechanism for sharing and exchanging
the multimedia data and information. A web service
provides an interface to describe the structure of
documents in an extensible fashion to create instan-
ces of documents, manipulate them, link them, and
validate them. Continuous research efforts are being
made to bring semantics into web services and
enable software to understand the content and
manipulate them in a meaningful and useful way. A
semantic web service is a framework that consists of
semantic markup for web services to make informa-
tion machine understandable and use-apparent.
These services can be described by an OWL-S ontol-
ogy automatically to discover, invoke, compose, and
monitor the associated processes.
3.3 Semantic web services in manufacturing
The research work in the field of semantic web ser-
vices implemented in manufacturing systems has
gained attention in the last few years. Terziyan and
Kononenko [14], analyse the current stage of web
services and semantic web and later discuss the
technical issues and challenges faced during indus-
trial implementation of semantic web services in
industries. They have developed a framework based
on the semantic web and web technology to provide
solutions for building a large-scale industrial main-
tenance network. Kulvatunyou and Ivezic [70]
explored the potential use of semantic web in the
context of manufacturing web services. Kim and
Chung [47] used an OWL-S ontology for representing
design and manufacturing activities. The present
authors have developed a framework entitled WSCPC
to facilitate design and manufacturing processes
integration and coordination. This framework was
developed to enable manufacturing firms to publish
their capabilities and identify potential manufactur-
ing partners at the same time.
Yang et al. [71] developed a semantic web-services-
based architecture that enables automated integra-
tion of manufacturing systems and services. The key
to the semantic web-services-based approach pro-
posed in their paper is to develop an integrated
business process model for an integrated enterprise.
The crucial components of this framework are stan-
dardized web ontology language (OWL) and semantic
markup for web services (OWL-S). Delamer and Lasta
[20] used the OWL-S semantic web service ontology
for developing a protocol used for the discovery of
services in an industrial environment. Delamer and
Lastra [51] utilized semantic web services for mod-
elling industrial processes and systems required for
handling high product mix and frequent new product
introduction. Chen and Zhang [72] also utilized
semantic web services for the effective operation of a
collaborative virtual enterprise. A semantic rich
integration architecture based on a forward chaining
algorithm was developed to realize dynamic integra-
tion among enterprises. The forward chaining engine
was used to find new candidates for integration
based on the current set of inputs and outputs.
Recently, Lastra and Delamer [73] provided a brief
insight into the challenges faced during the imple-
mentation of semantic web services in factory auto-
mation. In this paper, a methodology for achieving a
self-reconfigurable and autonomous production sys-
tem was developed using semantic web services. The
methodology is applicable to a system that equally
may or may not have previous knowledge of the other
types of element such as manufacturing system
integration, factory and enterprise integration, plan-
ning and scheduling, intelligent machines, etc.
The next section provides a discussion on the
prime areas of manufacturing that can incorporate
these tools to enhance their competitive and coop-
erative positions in the market.
XML
XOL SHOE OML RDF and RDF-S
OIL DAML-ONT
DAML-OIL
OWL  and Ontology 
OWL-S
Static 
Technology 
Dynamic
Technology 
Fig. 3 Different ontology languages proposed in literature
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4 EVOLUTION OF INTELLIGENCE IN
MANUFACTURING
The competitive and frequently changing environment
has made it essential for manufacturing firms to
enhance productivity, shorten product life cycle,
increase product customization, and improve respon-
siveness to remain viable in the market [74]. To
achieve these seemingly conflicting objectives, manu-
facturing enterprises are readily employing intelligence
to provide them with a consistent route towards con-
tinuous improvement. Intelligence is being employed
for building insight, foresight, and knowledge about
their operations and trends that effectively manage
their present and shape their future [75]. Intelligence
in manufacturing is something that a firm needs in
order to improve their capabilities and proactively
address the frequent changes in market and constant
evolution in technology. Manufacturing intelligence
facilitates the effective management of the present and
shaping of the future.
A manufacturing factory environment is a balanced
system composed of numerous autonomous entities
interrelated forproducing usable products and services.
All these entities including planning, design, procure-
ment, production, inventory, marketing, distribution,
sales, and management collaborate to address the
competitive issues of the manufacturing enterprise.
The primary challenge for a collaborative manufactur-
ing network is the effective exchange of accurate and
meaningful information. Muata et al. [76], have iden-
tified five fundamental characteristics for the success
of collaborative firms, i.e. effective coordination of
industrial activities, highly interactive systems, external
forces for business environment, internal as well as
external interaction, effective control mechanisms for
product / process design and manufacture.
The main input and output for a whole range of
manufacturing activities is information (in various
forms). Therefore, its availability, ability to exchange it
seamlessly and process it quickly are major factors for
making decisions about operating strategies. However,
the growing complexity of manufacturing information
and the increasing amount of knowledge and infor-
mation required by a wide variety of users has made it
increasingly difficult to share and exchange knowledge
efficiently and effectively. Moreover, global manu-
facturing environments are very complex and produce
difficulties in communicating and understanding
sharedor exchanged knowledge across theworld due to
differences and vagueness in languages, organizational
background, customs, and habits. The difficulties in
resource sharing and collaboration are also caused by
diversity in different kinds of manufacturing as follows:
(a) differences in the workflow cause possible diffi-
culties in coordination of the knowledge transfer;
(b) differences in terms create misunderstandings
and lead to a different interpretation in the
knowledge exchange process;
(c) differences in organizational cultures cause dif-
ficulties in accessing the complete knowledge of
the firm;
(d) difficulties in structuring and classifying the
company’s knowledge causes misunderstanding
in sharing of information.
Various tools and techniques have been proposed in
literature to reduce diversity. For example, expert sys-
tems are proposed for decision making, standards are
used for information sharing, web technologies are
available for data publishing and access, ontologies are
used for knowledge management, semantic web is
used for understanding and interpreting the terms,
web services are provided for accessing the knowledge
on the network. This section presents the character-
istics of applications of ontologies and semantic web
services in the main manufacturing domains.
4.1 Enterprise management
An enterprise is a management system comprising all
facets of business, including purchasing, marketing,
design, production, maintenance, and distribution, etc.
Generally, an enterprise system is classified into a
hierarchical model comprising three different layers, i.
e. enterprise layer, plant layer, and shop-floor layer.
Each layer consists of a number of structured opera-
tions concerned with data exchange and function calls.
It is basically a management system that arranges its
process, resources, and strategies as per their business
objectives. The heterogeneous and non-holistic view of
an enterprise complicates the unification of enter-
prises. The advent of communication infrastructures
based on enterprise intranet and internet has made it
possible to unify the former three layers of enterprise
management systems. The primary requirement for an
enterprise layer is to determine a sequence of diverse
applications residing in the different layers of the
enterprise model. Workflows are often considered to
be the key technology for specifying an enterprise
process as a sequence of diverse applications and
processes. Various standards are present in literature
for workflow specification, these include Work flow
Reference model, SWAP (Simple Workflow Access
Protocol), Wf-XML (Work flow extensive markup lan-
guage), to associate diverse applications and services
of a system [77].
Due to the ubiquity of internet in recent industrial
environments, the workflow standards are generally
interfaced with different communication infra-
structures including web services technology. Web
services allow different pieces of software or
machines to communicate with each other in a
standardized messaging format. Therefore, each layer
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of the enterprise system can be implemented with a
common standard interface for better communica-
tion and optimal utilization. Such integration and
collaboration between different layers in the enter-
prise model enhances the quality of products and
services and provides better global competitiveness
in the market place.
With the advent of internet and economic globali-
zation, enterprises increasingly need to cooperate
with each other and develop extended enterprises
capable of handling large projects. Virtual enterprise,
supply chain, dynamic alliance, and industrial alli-
ance can all be considered as distinguished forms of
extended enterprise. An extended enterprise com-
prises numerous interconnected enterprises with
different organizational background, languages, cus-
toms, and habits. Compared with a single enterprise,
knowledge sharing and communication among such
multidisciplinary teams is a notoriously challenging
and complex problem. The two common types of
problem that occur in sharing and exchange of
information are semantic (same term applied to dif-
ferent concepts) and syntactic problems (different
terms used for the same entity). A solution to this
problem is to model a taxonomy of terms and con-
cepts prevailing in the domain of the enterprise [46].
An approach generally used for developing enterprise
knowledge management is to develop an ontology
with well-defined terminology accepted by all parti-
cipating firms. For example, an enterprise ontology is
shown in Fig. 4 to capture the enterprise competence
in computer understandable form. The aim of an
enterprise ontology model is to define semantics for
the domain terminology in an easy to understand
way. Such an ontology model is similar to a dic-
tionary, taxonomy, or glossary, but with structures
and formalisms that enable computers to process its
contents. An enterprise ontology may consist of the
following:
(a) terms used to define the basic entities and rela-
tionships of enterprise;
(b) terms for processes and planning;
(c) terms for resources;
(d) terms related to the structure of organization;
(e) terms related to high level planning of enterprise;
(f) terms related to marketing and selling.
4.2 Manufacturing strategies
The current manufacturing environment is char-
acterized by frequently changing market demands,
continuously emerging new technologies, and,
above all, global competition. Considering the pre-
sent market scenario, manufacturing strategies must
be able to support global competitiveness, innova-
tion, new product development, and strong market
responsiveness. Similar to the hierarchical models
described for enterprise management, manufactur-
ing strategies are also classified into layers, i.e.
enterprise, factory, station, and cells. Lower level
strategies are responsible for individual processes
whereas the higher level of strategies are responsible
for combining the sequence of lower-level strategies.
The ultimate goal of such manufacturing strategies is
to have seamless integration for conveniently and
effectively using each other’s functionality.
An industrial environment comprises a great
number of systems and applications having their own
local knowledge and disparate tools, which are often
distributed in different geographic locations. There-
fore, efficient management of this distributed
knowledge is required to enable devices to interact
and collaborate intensively. Various standardization
approaches have been proposed to overcome the
challenges of integrating heterogeneous factory com-
ponents and improving their interoperability. But the
inflexibility of standard-based systems to assimilate
new types of component and integrate them with
other existing components has created problems in
the expansion of standardization. To overcome this
interoperability issue, the concept of ontology and
semantic web services has been introduced for
developing intelligent factory environments. Figure 5
gives a bird’s eye view of an interoperating manu-
facturing execution system (MES) by using ontologies
and semantic web services. The individual MESs can
develop local ontologies and subsequently map,
merge or compare local ontologies to develop global
ontologies for interoperability.
4.3 Product design and planning
Product design and planning are considered to be the
core activities for industrial companies. Manu-
facturing is the process of transforming customer
needs into realized product through a complex set of
design and planning activities. Among all the func-
tions of a manufacturing enterprise, design and
planning are considered to be the most important
and critical factors for its future survival. As discussed
Enterprise
Management
Market
Summary Activity
hasSummary
hasManagement
hasActivity
hasMarket
Fig. 4 Top level enterprise ontology
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in True and Izzi [78], 70 per cent of product cost is
determined during its design and planning phase.
Moreover, it has a major influence on the other
functions as well as on competitiveness of an enter-
prise. Thus, it is an essential requirement for a firm
that the information used for design and planning
must be used and utilized efficiently and effectively.
Initially, networking technologies were used to facil-
itate the information sharing in product design and
planning process. The capabilities and benefits of
computing utilized to meet business goals of profit-
ability and innovation are as follows [79]:
(a) speeding up the information flow and dis-
seminating it more widely;
(b) networking technologies to enhance decision
making and increase connectivity and inter-
operability among information sources.
Traditionally, networking technology uses taxo-
nomies or glossaries for capturing and storing
knowledge in a form that facilitates its reuse, shar-
ability, and extendibility. However, taxonomies were
not able to address the basic requirements of design
and planning domains. Product design and plan-
ning consist of various autonomous entities, i.e.
humans or machines, to communicate informa-
tion and knowledge using heterogeneous sources.
Taxonomies, i.e. the knowledge management pro-
cess, were not able to circumscribe the meaning and
logical properties of the terms as precisely as possi-
ble. Therefore, taxonomies were replaced by ontolo-
gies for capturing and storing the domain knowledge.
Ontologies have been developed to support the
exchange of meaningful information across autono-
mous entities that can organize and use information
heterogeneously. An ontology is a hierarchically
structured set of terms for describing a domain that
can be used as a skeletal foundation for a knowledge
base. They are very useful for knowledge reuse and
knowledge sharing. The ontology model developed
for design and planning data are shared using
semantic enabled web services. A generic scenario for
the use of semantic web and ontologies and semantic
web in manufacturing processes is illustrated in
Fig. 6. In this illustration, different manufacturing
processes utilize multiple manufacturing services
(semantic web services) supported by the back-
ground knowledge stored as domain ontologies.
4.4 Marketing and support services
Current market trends indicate that demand for
highly customized products with lower cost and
shorter lead time is increasing at an exponential rate.
To remain viable in such competitive markets, it is
imperative for firms to improve their productivity,
responsiveness, and flexibility by reducing the costs
of system deployment, maintenance, and recycling.
Manufacturing firms are trying to meet these
requirements by integrating customers in their
Manufacturing 
Execution System n
Local  Ontology
Centralized 
manufacturing system
Global  Ontology
Manufacturing 
Execution System 1
Local  Ontology
1:*
Semantic
web service
Fig. 5 Illustrative scenario for the use of ontologies and semantic web services in manufacturing
strategies
Manufacturing 
Process
Semantic Web Service
Manufacturing Service
1:*
1:*
Background
Knowledge
Domain 
Ontologies
Fig. 6 Illustrative scenario for use of semantic web and ontologies in manufacturing processes
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strategies and developing customer-oriented pro-
duction. Customer involvement plays an important
role in new product development. According to
Lagrosen [80], customer involvement occurs in dif-
ferent phases of product development process, e.g.
idea stage, development stage, and prediction stage.
The internet is viewed as a key enabler to improve
customer involvement in earlier stages of the product
development process. It has provided new channels
for collecting customer demands, promoting pro-
ducts, delivering services, and making sales.
With the advent of computers and networking
technology, customers are able to obtain information
more quickly and easily. Thus, manufacturing firms
are facing a challenge to deliver a high variety of
customized products at lower cost and in shorter lead
times. The direct consequence of this increased
number of variants is large amounts of product data
and information. Handling this massive amount of
information is often difficult, if not impossible. The
traditional approach for handling this information is
to develop a generic representation scheme reflecting
different variants and relationships between them.
Although this approach of handling generic struc-
tures has been well recognized as a tool for variety
management, problems arise when different ter-
minologies are used by different engineers. Conse-
quently, differences in terminology result in large
amounts of redundant information. In order to
overcome this drawback, generic ontology models
are developed for data management. Figure 7 shows
an example ontology to enhance the manageability of
large amounts of product data and ultimately influ-
ence the basic organization’s functions such as cus-
tomer order processing, variety management,
production planning, material and capacity planning,
etc. [81].
The next section describes a real-life implementa-
tion of an ontology and semantic web service to
support the management of a wide variety of infor-
mation resources.
5 ONTOLOGY FOR INFORMATION RESOURCES
In recent years there has been a significant growth in
the number of information resources in the area of
manufacturing. The previous section clearly shows
that the application of semantic web and ontology in
manufacturing is increasing rapidly in several key
areas. An ontology may be assumed to be a con-
ceptual system, which underlies a particular knowl-
edge base and is used to develop a suitable formal
structure for that knowledge base. Ontology-based
knowledge representation is a powerful scheme to
model concepts and relationships that allow the
design, sharing, and reuse of knowledge in a dis-
ciplined way. It captures the domain knowledge and
establishes common vocabularies that can be
understood by systems as well as humans.
In this paper, an ontology model for the knowledge
base of information resources is developed to illus-
trate the real-life implementation of ontology and
semantic web. The information resource ontology
model is used to capture, design, and organize the
reference materials in an explicit manner. It is pro-
posed to enhance the manageability of large amounts
of information resources, including books, period-
icals, reports, patents, standards, web pages, blogs,
etc. [82]. This model can also help academics or
industrialists to capture their reference material in a
unified and explicit manner.
The first step required in building an ontology is to
identify the key concepts and relationships existing
in a domain. This is essential for defining the
semantic definitions of concepts and relationships.
The information resource ontology model captures
the information about reference materials under
seven domains, i.e. academic (thesis, tutorial), book,
industrial (minute and report), periodical (con-
ference proceeding, journal, magazine, and news-
paper), service (alerting service, search tools, open,
and closed source software), standards and patents,
and unpublished materials (blog, webpage, and wiki).
Product i
Customer Domain Function Domain Product Domain Process Domain
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Matrix
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Fig. 7 Top-level ontology for product description
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The top-level ontology model illustrating these key
classes and their properties is shown in the Appendix.
It is evident from the figure shown in Appendix A that
all the classes are associated by means of a relation-
ship and the properties add information to that class.
The information of the reference materials will be
used to populate this ontology and develop a
knowledge base.
Protege-3.3.1 has been used to develop the infor-
mation resource ontology model and subsequently to
build a knowledge base. Protege has been used as it
allows the user to construct a domain ontology hav-
ing concepts, features, and feature relationships in a
lucid manner. Moreover, this integrated software tool
enables an open knowledge base connectivity plat-
form to be developed for accessing the knowledge
base. Protege plug-ins are also present in this soft-
ware for various applications concerned with the
modelling, creation, and edition of ontologies and
ontologies instances. Onto-viz is one of the Protege
plug-ins and has been used here to provide the gra-
phical representation of the ontology. This plug-in
has also been used to develop the graphical model of
the proposed ontology model that is shown in the
Appendix.
The ontology model for information resources
proposed in the present paper can be used to store
the relevant reference materials. A screen shot of the
ontology for reference materials and the form used
for populating the ontology with information (e.g.
standards) is shown in Fig. 8. The populated database
developed in Protege can later be used for searching
the information by using their names, attributes, etc.
For example, a user might extract the journal papers
stored in the database, list of wikis appropriate to
their discipline area, a list of relevant magazines and
newspapers, or details of any other stored informa-
tion resources, simply by using particular phrases or
keywords, etc. An example of querying the populated
knowledge base is shown in Fig. 9. The reference
materials in manufacturing sector and in English
language are searched in this figure. The ontology
model that was developed during this research can
be obtained on the web and can be used to develop a
personal knowledge base of reference materials. The
web link is: http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/~mmnk/
ontology/Information_resource.html. Academic re-
searchers and industrialists can import this ontology
model into their Protege software and use it as it is or
modify it according to their requirements.
An ontology is generally encoded in some formal
language to express the domain concepts in a man-
ner that computers can understand and manipulate
easily. Protege uses OWL format (Web Ontology lan-
guage) to express the ontology in a unique form that
facilitates its reuse and sharing. The OWL format for
the Information Resource ontology imported from
protege is available at: http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/
~mmnk/ontology/reference.owl.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The current trends in manufacturing impose an
increasing demand for autonomous collaboration,
reconfigurability, and heterogeneous system
Fig. 8 A screen shot of the resource information ontology and form
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integration. The aim is effectively to manage the
present and shape the future, providing a consistent
route towards continuous improvement. Information
flow is a major requirement for effective and efficient
working in the manufacturing domain. For effective
information exchange in distributed manufacturing
environments, it is necessary to maintain compat-
ibility and preserve syntactic and semantic content
during the exchange of messages. Web technology
and web services have been widely employed in dif-
ferent sections of the manufacturing domain. Various
web-based manufacturing systems have been devel-
oped in the past decade for supporting activities in
different parts of a manufacturing life cycle, includ-
ing marketing, design, planning, production, dis-
tribution, service, etc. The role of the web in
manufacturing shows that interoperability is a cen-
tral issue in the manufacturing domain. Web tech-
nology is unable to solve the issue of interoperability
among heterogeneous systems. Therefore, the con-
cept of ontological engineering has been developed
to aim for the ultimate goal of seamless manu-
facturing system integration.
Ontologies and semantic web are currently being
employed to solve these requirements of integration
and collaboration. Apart from ontologies, massive
research is going on into semantic web services.
Semantic web services are used to interoperate mul-
tiple ontologies dealing with multiple domains. This
paper provides a brief survey of the research work in
the manufacturing domain using ontology and
semantic web for integration and interoperability.
Ontologies are useful for communicating informa-
tion and relationships, but it can be very difficult to
integrate them with other problem solving techni-
ques. Moreover, it is difficult to manage large and
complex ontologies. A problematic issue arises when
attempts are made to integrate ontologies that con-
tradict each other. Semantic mapping between
ontologies such as ontology mapping, term mapping,
ontology translation, etc. may be used to resolve this
problem, but these can be complex and time-con-
suming activities. Semantic web services are used to
work with multiple ontologies and identify patterns
among ontologies belonging to different domains. A
significant amount of research is required to achieve
a semantic environment for manufacturing system
services, even though the importance of the semantic
web services has been recognized and widely accep-
ted by industry and academic research. However, the
two worlds have proposed solutions that progress
along different dimensions. Academic research has
been mostly concerned with expressiveness of ser-
vice descriptions, while industry has focused on
modularization of service layers for usability in the
short term. The development of semantic enhanced
web services for a domain should be carried out as
joint venture research by academia and industry.
This converged effort will leverage knowledge of
systems with the required practical and theoretical
aspects.
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